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Statement of: KAMGDOM, KARL

me that he had moved into a flat in Barking shortly before contact stopped. I called the police on
22nd October 2015 and stated that I knew Gabriel KOV ARl and that I had messages and photo's
that Gabriel had sent me on Whatsapp. I had saved these messages. On Friday 201h November 2015
I was visited at my home address by DC Adam PURSEY and DC Ian ATKINSON. I showed DC
PURSEY these messages and handed my phone which is a Samsung Galaxy note 3, to DC
ATKINSON, he gave it a police exhibit number UA/11 . I authorised the data on the handset to be
downloaded by police. I will add the last contacts that I had with Gabriel on Whatsapp. On 241h
August 2014 at 2328 Gabriel sent a text say 'Just moved' he attached a google map with a pin drop
where he had moved to. I could see on the map that it was a block that is between St Anns Road and
St Pauls Road in Barking. I replied at 2328; :)
at 23:29, well done
at 23:29 you like it?
Gabriel: 23:39, yes it looks very nice
me: 1215pm 25/08/15, Hey
me: 1215pm How was your first night in?
I sent a photo of my friend with food at 1215.
me: 1215 this is what we cooked with my friend.
me: 1215, it was so tasty
Gabriel: 1218 Wow
Gabriel: 1218 smiley emoji
Gabriel: 1218, I bet it was
Gabriel: 1218, my night was good
me: 1220, send me a pie of your new room
me: 1221 I want to see your new pad
Gabriel: 1226 Oh ok but I sleep in the living room on the sofa
Gabriel: 1227 and right now my landlord is there
Gabriel:l227 Watching TV
Gabriel: 1227 He's going to work soon tho.
Me: 1308, Wow living it rough lol
Me: 1308 I thought you had your room
Gabriel: 1309 yes me too but its fine its comfortable
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